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Abstract
Software testing one of the improvement phase of software 
development life cycle and it consumes 40-60 % development cost. 
The research on testing mainly focuses how to minimize the cost of 
testing with scarifying quality of software. Greedy unit testing uses 
the randomization for some aspects of test input data selection. Unit 
testing is variously defined as testing of single method, methods or a 
class. Feature subset selection is to assess the size and content of the 
representation within the algorithms. The Generic algorithms used 
to set the parameters of testing such way it achieves full coverage 
with the randomization that’s way it is called Greedy Unit testing. 
This paper describes a system that uses the feature subset selection 
to find the parameters for Greedy Unit testing that optimize test 
coverage. The results the Greedy Unit testing using FSS could 
significantly optimize.
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I. Introduction
Software testing involves judging how well a series of test inputs 
tests a piece of code. Usually, the goal is to uncover as many 
faults as possible with a potent set of tests since a test series that 
has the potential to uncover many faults is obviously better than 
one that can only uncover a few. automatic test data generation 
schemes have usually been applied to simple programs (e.g., 
mathematical functions) using simple test adequacy criteria 
(e.g., branch coverage). Random test generation performs 
adequately on these problems. Nevertheless, it seems unlikely 
that a random approach could also perform well on realistic test-
generation problems, which often require an intensive manual 
effort. Randomized unit testing is unit testing where there is some 
randomization in the selection of the target method call sequence 
and/or arguments to the method calls. Many researchers  have 
performed randomized unit testing, sometimes combined with 
other tools such as model checkers. A key concept in randomized 
unit testing is that of value reuse. described here significantly 
build on this work by automatically determining good parameters. 
The lower, randomized-testing, level of Nighhawk initializes and 
maintains one or more value pools for all relevant types, and draws 
and replaces values in the pools according to a policy specified 
in a chromosome. Chromosomes specifies relative frequencies of 
methods, method parameter ranges, and other testing parameters. 
The upper, genetic- algorithm, level searches for the parameter 
settings that increases the coverage seen in the lower level. The 
information that Nighthawk uses about the SUT is only information 
about type names, method names, parameter types, method return 
types, and which classes are subclasses of others; this makes 
its general approach robust and adaptable to other  languages. 
Designing a GA means making decisions about what features 
are worthy of modeling and mutating. For example, much of the 
effort on this project was a laborious trial-and-error process of 
trying different types of genes within a chromosome.
This paper describes a system that uses the feature subset selection 
to find the parameters for Greedy Unit testing that optimize test 
coverage. The results the Greedy Unit testing using FSS could 
significantly optimize.

II. Related Work

A. A Randomized Unit Testing
“Random” or “randomized” testing has a long history, being 
mentioned as far back as 1973 [13]; Hamlet [14] gives a good 
survey. The key benefit of randomized testing is the ability to 
generate many distinct test inputs in a short time, including test 
inputs that may not be selected by test engineers but which may 
nevertheless force failures. There are, however, two main problems 
with randomized testing: the oracle problem and the question of 
thorough ness .Randomized testing depends on the generation of 
so many inputs that it is infeasible to get a human to check all 
test outputs.  

B. Analysis-Based Test Data Generation 
Approaches Approaches to test data generation via symbolic 
execution date back to 1976 [21-22]; typically these approaches 
generate a thorough set of test cases by deducing which 
combinations of inputs will cause the software to follow given 
paths. TESTGEN [23], for example, transforms each condition in 
the program to one of the form e < 0 or e _ 0, and then searches 
for values that minimize (resp. maximize) e, thus causing the 
condition to become true (resp. false). .

C. Genetic Algorithms for Testing
Genetic Algorithms (GAs) were first described by Holland 
[29]. Candidate solutions are represented as “chromosomes”, 
with solution represented as “genes” in the chromosomes. The 
possible chromosomes form a search space and are associated 
with a fitness function representing the value of solutions encoded 
in the chromosome. Search proceeds by evaluating the fitness of 
each of a population of chromosomes, and then performing point 
mutations and recombination on the successful chromosomes. 
GAs can defeat purely random search in finding solutions to 
complex problems. Goldberg [30] argues that their power stems 
from being able to engage in “discovery and recombination of 
building blacks” for solutions in a solution space.

D. Nighthawk
In work reported in [11], we developed Nighthawk, the two-level 
genetic-random test data generation system explored further in 
this paper, and carried out experiments aimed at comparing it 
with previous research and finding the optimal setting of program 
switches.

III. System Description
The System lower level constructs and runs one test case. The 
algorithm takes two parameters:  set M of Java methods, and a 
GA chromosome c  appropriate to M. The chromosome controls 
aspects of the algorithm’s behavior, such as the number of method 
calls to be made, and will be described in more detail in the next 
subsection. We say that M is the set of “target methods”. IM, the 
types of interest corresponding to M, is the union of the following 
sets of types1: _ All types of receivers, parameters and return 
values of methods in M. _ All primitive types that are the types 
of parameters to constructors of other types of interest. Each type 
t 2 IM has an array of value pools. Each value pool for t contains 
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an array of values of type t. Each value pool for a range primitive 
type (a primitive type other than Boolean and void) has bounds 
on the values that can appear in it. The number of value pools, 
number of values in each value pool, and the range primitive type 
bounds are specified by chromosome c.

A. Frame Work and Algorithm

The paper describes a system that uses the feature subset selection 
to find the parameters for Greedy Unit testing that optimize test 
coverage.

B. Algorithm construct Run Test Case
Output: a test case.
Steps:

For each element of each value pool of each primitive type 1. 
in IM, choose an initial value that is within the bounds for 
that value pool.
For each element of each value pool of each other type t in 2. 
IM:
If t has no initializers, then set the element to null.• 
Otherwise, choose an initializer method i of t, and call • 
tryRunMethod(i; c). If the call returns a non-null value, place 
the result in the destination element.
Initialize test case k to the empty test case.3. 
Repeat n times, where n is the number of method calls to 4. 
perform:
Choose a target method m 2 CM.• 
Run tryRunMethod(m; c). Add the returned call description • 
to k.
If tryRunMethod returns a method call failure indication, • 
return k with a failure indication.
Return k with a success indication.5. 

C. Algorithm Try Run Method
Input: a method m; a chromosome c.
Output: a call description.
Steps:

If m is non-static and not a constructor:1. 
a) Choose a type t 2 IM which is a subtype of the receiver • 
of m.
b) Choose a value pool p for t.• 
c) Choose one value recv from p to act as a receiver for the • 
method call.
For each argument position to m:2. 
a) Choose a type t 2 IM which is a subtype of the argument • 
type.
b) Choose a value pool p for t.• 
c) Choose one value v from p to act as the argument.• 
If the method is a constructor or is static, call it with the 3. 
chosen arguments.

Otherwise, call it on recv with the chosen arguments.

If the call throws AssertionError, return a failure indication 4. 
call description.
Otherwise, if the call threw another exception, return a call 5. 
description with an exception indication.
Otherwise, if the method return is not void, & the return 6. 
value ret is non-null:
Choose type t 2 IM that is a supertype of the the return • 
value.
Choose a value pool p for t.• 
If t is not a primitive type, or if t is a primitive type and ret • 
does not violate the p bounds, then replace an element of p 
with ret.
Return a call description with a success indication.• 

D. Chromosomes
Aspects of the test case execution algorithms recontrolled 
by the genetic algorithm  Chromosome given as an argument  
chromosome is composed of a finite number of genes. Each gene is 
a pair consisting of a name and an integer, floating point, or BitSet 
value.application takes several switches and a set of class names 
as command-line parameters. Our empirical studies  showed that it 
is best to consider the set of “target classes” as the command-line 
classes together with all  non primitive types of parameters and 
return values of the public declared methods of the command-line 
classes. The set M of target methods is computed as all public 
declared methods of the target classes.

IV. Results

the results, with time percentage on the X axis and coverage 
percentage on the Y axis, as averaged over all the java.util classes. 
It indicates that, on average, 50 generations used 80% of the time 
taken for all 10 gene types, but achieved over 95% of the coverage 
of all 10 gene types. The dashed line shows that if we stop after 
10% of the time, we still achieve 92% of the coverage of all 10 
gene types over 50 generations.
The system reported after first achieving the highest coverage it 
achieved take the winning chromosome from Nighthawk, run 10 
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test cases based on that chromosome using RunChromosome, 
and record how long it takes. Finally, we run Cobertura’s report 
generation script; we calculate how many lines of code are 
measurable by Cobertura in the source file for the unit, and how 
many lines are reported by Cobertura as having been covered. 
These counts include inner classes.

V. Conclusion  
This paper,  have described  a system in which an upper level 
genetic algorithm automatically derives good parameter values 
for a lower-level randomized unit test algorithm. And have shown 
that Nighthawk is able to achieve high coverage of complex, 
real-world Java units, while retaining the most desirable feature 
of randomized testing: the ability to generate many new high-
coverage test cases quickly.
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